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Abstract. Measurements of brain electrical activity in animals are essential for the validation of the pharmaco-effect of
drugs. The way to evaluate these recordings should be comparable to that of EEG in humans. Methods that visualize the
results of the measured EEG recording include brain mapping in two-dimensional or three-dimensional space. The
most commonly used methods of interpolation techniques in
humans are spherical splines and 3D splines. We measured
nine brains of Wistar rats and compared them with a brain
model from the atlas (Brain Atlas Reconstructor, BAR). We
validated the brain model of Wistar rat for future use. We implemented a module in MATLAB 2015a for brain mapping,
specifically, we implemented algorithms for spherical and 3D
spline mapping. The root mean square error of the spherical spline method is 0.5943 in the case of testing signal and
0.6291/0.6388 in the case of real data estimation. The root
mean square error of the 3D spline method is 0.4334 in the
case of testing signal and 0.0849/0.0768 in the case of real
data estimation. Our results show that the 3D spline method
with the projection on sphere gives significantly better 3D
potential map than spherical splines.
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1. Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) is a commonly used
method for studying brain electrical activity. This method
is also used to study the effect of drugs on the brain. The
animal pharmaco-EEG (p-EEG) is applied for its biomarker
potential-extensive databases of p-EEG and polysomnography studies in rats and mice hold EEG signatures of a broad
collection of psychoactive reference and test compounds [1].
Therefore, it is important to measure and evaluate human and
animal EEG similarly.
EEG measurement of humans is a method that is noninvasive, fast and has a standardized electrode system. In
open literature, EEG measurement on animal models has not
a standardized system. Moreover, the comonly used system
are rather invasive. Different number of electrodes and differDOI: 10.13164/re.2018.0806

ent electrode location are used in animal studies. For example 12 electrodes was implanted in the study of Palenicek et
al. [2] and Fujakova et al. [3], 7 electrodes were implanted in
the study of Cavelli et al. [4], 2-4 electrodes were implanted
in the study of Cambiaghi et al. [5] and 32 electrodes were
implanted in the study of Bae et al. [6].
We can look for abnormalities in 1D electrical voltage
signals measured from the scalp or in 2D or 3D maps as a colorful (intensively) distinct area from their surroundings. The
map means a spatial representation of the selected magnitude resulting from electrical activity. The most commonly
use methods for brain mapping are: amplitude, frequency,
coherence, cordance. [7]
Topographical maps are an excellent and nearly ubiquitously used method for showing the spatial distribution of
EEG results [8]. Brain mapping is a convenient method for
searching for hidden information, that is not visible from
the shape of the EEG signal. Brain mapping methods are
used for example in the study of cognitive deterioration in
the eldery [9], as a tool to study neurodegeneartion [10] or
in the study of microstates dynamics. The microstates dynamics can be used for study of the Alzheimer disease [11],
in the study of the schizophrenia [12] or in the study of the
depression [13].
There are several types of 3D interpolation methods in
human brain mapping. Polynomial based methods and 3D
barycentric interpolation methods were used in the study of
Soufflet et al. [14]. There is also a technique that can be used
for modeling of human head surface on the basis of quadratic
triangular B-splines [15]. Perrin at al. suggested methods
of spherical spline and 3D spline interpolation [16], [17].
Spherical splines are the most used interpolation methods for
brain mapping in humans [18], [19]. However the rats brain
can not be approximated well by a simple sphere. Based on
results in the studies [18], [19] we can say, that we get better
results when we use 3D splines for brain mapping in humans.
In this paper, the 3D splines are applied in rats for the first
time. Efficiency of interpolation methods is computed by
using Root Mean Squared error (RMS) between measured
and interpolated signals under the electrodes [18], [19]. First
step in brain mapping with spherical splines and 3D splines
is the projection on the sphere [18–20].
SIGNALS
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Our major goals are the validation of Wistar rat brain
and implementation of three-dimensional interpolation methods for brain mapping in animal models.

2. Data
The EEG signals were recorded using BrainScope data
acquisition system (Unimedis, Prague, Czech Republic).
The bandwidth of this system amplifier was 0.15-70.00 Hz.
The system’s dynamic range was ±500 µV. The data were
recorded with the sampling rate 250 Hz.
EEG was recorded from 12 electrodes in freely mooving Wistar rats. These electrodes were placed in rat cortex.
The EEG was recorded using a BrainScope system 7 days
after the implantation of the electrodes. Methods of electrode implantation and recording were in detaile described
in [2], [3]. All the experiments respected the Guidelines of
the European Union (86/609/EU) and followed the instructions of the National Committee for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals.

3. Methods
3.1 Brain Model
We used a brain model from Brain Atlas Reconstructor
(BAR) [21], [22] as a template for spline mapping. Morover, the template was validated by measuring the structure
of additional nine rat brains.
The brain model is uniquely described by the following parameters: faces, edges and vertices. The faces consist
of triangles (triangle mesh) and defined as a closed set of
edges. Vertices represent the position of points in space. For
our purpose, we defined model just with faces and vertices.
From the whole 3D brain surface model we used only the
cortex area as a region of interest since the splines can not
extrapolate the signals to the deep brain structures.
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3.2 Animal Brain Mapping
For animal brain mapping we used two types of spline
interpolation: spherical splines and 3D splines. Both of these
methods are used in human brain mapping but not applied in
rats yet [16–20].
The spline curve computation process consists of two
parts. The first part is projection electrodes and model’s position of the semi-sphere. In the second part we apply spline
interpolation functions, see Fig. 2.

Projection
on sphere

Spline
computation

3D color map
of electrical activity
of brain

Fig. 2. Algorithm of brain mapping.

3.2.1 Projection on Sphere
Projection of real geometry of the rat brain on a sphere
is defined by (1). In this equation variables [x, y, z] represent
Cartesian coordinates of each point of the brain model, which
are projected on a sphere. Variables [x0, y0, z0 ] describe the
center point of the brain model and r represent the radius of
the sphere.
(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 + (z − z0 )2 = r 2 .

At first we calculate ideal radius and an ideal center of
the sphere. The ideal center and the radius (r) are calculated
by minimizing function in (1).
Let the vector POS be the vector of all model point
positions. All points are moved in the coordinate system
centered at the center of the sphere (x0, y0, z0 ), see (2). Than
we compute length of this vector: |POS|, see (3). We scale
the vector by using length of ideal radius of the sphere and
we get a new vector Q POS , see (4). As a last step we change
of the coordinate system to original so we get projection of
model point position on the sphere sphPOS, see (5).
POS(x 0, y 0, z 0) = POS(x − x0, y − y0, z − z0 ),
|POS| =

Fig. 1. Location and names of electrodes on rat’s brain (left) and
skull (right).

(1)

q

(2)

x 02 + y 02 + z 02,

(3)

Q POS = (r/|POS|) · POS,

(4)

sphPOS = Q POS + (x0, y0, z0 ) .

(5)

This algorithm is also used for projection of electrode
positions on the sphere. For this projection we use the same
center and radius as the ideal center and the ideal radius of
model point positions.
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3.2.2 Spherical Splines
Brain mapping through spherical splines can be divided
into two parts. In the first part we calculate the coefficients
of the electrodes C and the coefficients of the model points
Gx. In the second part we calculate the intensity at all points
of the model. Spherical splines use Legendre polynomials.
Legendre polynomials of order n form a complete set of base
functions in the range of −1 < x < 1 on the spherical surface.
Legendre polynomial n-th degree can be expressed using the
Rodrigues formula. The value of x in Pn (x) represents the
−
angle between the position of the electrode →
ri and the inter→
−
polated point r [16], [17].

Variable

Description

N
M
gm
Gx(i, j)
C
V
U

number of electrodes
number of points on brain model
Euclidean distance in 3D space
matrix of coefficients of brain model, size [N, M]
matrix of electrodes coefficients, size [N, N]
vector of actual EEG values, size [N, 1]
intensity in each point of model, size is [M, 1]
Tab. 1. Variables.

The first part of the coefficient calculation is more timeconsuming. If we do not change the brain model or the
position of the electrodes then this part is calculated only
once.
The algorithm describing the calculation of model
point coefficients is illustrated in the pseudocode, see Algorithm 1 and 2. The first step is to calculate the Euclidean
distance between the individual electrodes. We use this distance for computation of Legendre polynomials. In our case
we chose the Legendre polynomial order n = 4 and we compute the first 7 members of the polynomial. These parameters
are chosed with respect to parameter settings for human brain
mapping [17].
Pn (x)

= (2n n!)−1

ni
dn h  2
x
−
1
.
dx n

We calculate the coefficients of the model points based
on the same algorithm as in the calculation of the electrode
coefficients. The electrode coefficients are defined by the
variable G x (i, j). Quantification of coefficients is the slowest
operation that depends on the number of contour models.
The more accurate the model, the longer it takes to computation of the model point coefficients. Algorithm 2 describes
the pseudocode of the algorithm for calculating model point
coefficients.
Data: M, pnt, el
Result: Calculation of Model Point Coefficients
for i = 1 : 1 : M do
Distance between points and electrodes:
δ(pnti, el) = kpnti − el k;
Determining values using the delta function:
D( j) = 1 − δ(pnti, el) ;
Calculate the model point matrix:
Gx(i, j) = gm (D( j)) ;
∞
2n+1
1 Í
gm (D( j)) = 4π
(n(n+1)) n Pn (D( j)).
n=1

end
Algorithm 2: Calculation of the model point coefficients. Output is
the matrix Gx with size [M, N ], where M is the number of points of
brain model, N is the number of electrodes, pnt is the matrix of the
model point positions and el is the matrix of the electrode positions.

When we know the coefficients of model points and the
coefficients of the electrodes we can compute intensity in all
points of the model. Let V be the vector of measured values
under the electrodes, C be the matrix of electrode coefficients
and Gx be the matrix of model point coefficients, then U(i)
is the vector of intensity at each point of the brain model.
= C × V,
M
Õ
(i)
U
=
C 0 ( j, 1) · Gx (i, j) .
C0

(7)
(8)

j=1

(6)

Data: N, el
Result: Calculation of electrode coefficients
for i = 1 : 1 : N do
Distance between electrodes:
δ(eli, el) = keli − el k;
Delta function: D( j) = 1 − δ(eli, el j );
Legendre polynoms: G x (i, j) = gm (D( j));
∞
1 Í
2n+1
gm (D( j)) = 4π
(n(n+1)) n Pn (D( j)).
n=1

end
Electrodes coefficients: C = inv(G x );
Algorithm 1: Calculation of the electrode coefficients. Output is the
matrix with size [N, N ], where N is the number of electrodes and el is
the matrix of the electrode positions.

3.2.3 3D Splines
The three-dimensional splines were originally introduced by Perrin et al. [16] in two-dimensional brain mapping.
Then the 3D splines were implemented in three-dimensional
brain mapping in several studies [17, 20, 23, 24]. The simplified scheme of the 3D spline algorithm is described in
Fig. 3.

Computation
of H and F

Vector of
EEG values V

Fig. 3. Simplified scheme of 3D spline algorithm.

Intensity
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Let [x, y, z] be a Cartesian coordinates of brain model,
[xe, ye, ze ] be a Cartesian coordinates of electrode positions
and m be an order of interpolation. Intensity at each point of
brain model is defined by:

Um (x, y, z) =

N
Õ

pi · Hm +

i=1

Fm =

m−1
d Õ
k
ÕÕ

qdkg · Fm,

(9)

d=0 k=0 g=0

m−1
d Õ
k
ÕÕ

qdkg · x d−k · y k−g · z g,

(10)


 (2m−3)
2
.
Hm = (x − xe )2 + (y − ye )2 + (z − ze )2

(11)

d=0 k=0 g=0

The intensity at each point of the brain model Um depends on N coefficients pi , where N represents a number of
electrodes. These coefficients are represented in P vector.
The intensity depends also on [m · (m + 1) · (m + 2) /6] coefficients qdkg which are represented in Q vector. Vectors P
and Q are obtained by solving the following matrix system:


H
Ft

    
F
P
V
·
=
.
0
Q
0

4. Results
4.1 Model Validation
We compared the scan of the rat brain from the atlas [21], [22] and the scanned rat brains. Rat brains were
aligned to the atlas according to the smallest deviation. The
RMS error of alignment was 0.695 mm and average error of
alignment was 0.344 mm, see Tab. 2.
We computed the absolute difference in mm between
the model from BAR atlas and the average of the scanned
brains. The number of points with different positions are
described in Tab. 3 and in Fig. 4.



xei − xej

2

+ yei − yej

2

+ zei − zej

m−1
d Õ
k
ÕÕ

−1.000
−0.900
−0.800
−0.700
−0.600
−0.500
−0.400
−0.300
−0.200
−0.100
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500
0.600
0.700
0.800
0.900

(12)

 2  (2m−3)
2

qdkg · x d−k · y k−g · z g .

.
(13)

(14)

d=0 k=0 g=0

1.4463
-1.6596
0.0911
-0.3000
0.2388

Deviation interval
min (mm) max (mm)

The matrix F represents the relationship between the
Cartesian coordinates of each electrode, depending on the
order of interpolation m.

F=

Deviation (mm)

Tab. 2. This table describes maximal upper and lower deviation
the between the average of scanned brains and model of
brain from BAR - [21], [22].

V is the vector of intensity under all of the electrodes,
V = [V1, V2, . . . , VN ]. In this system matrix H represents
distances between electrode positions, depending on the order of interpolation m.
H(i, j) =

Variable
Max. upper deviation
Max. lower deviation
Average upper deviation
Average lower deviation
Standard deviation

−0.900
−0.800
−0.700
−0.600
−0.500
−0.400
−0.300
−0.200
−0.100
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500
0.600
0.700
0.800
0.900
1.000

No. points
(-)

Percentage
(%)

469
840
1676
2254
2772
4494
8286
10966
11178
13413
2508
353
236
81
16
15
1
2
1

0.786 %
1.407 %
2.808 %
3.777 %
4.645 %
7.530 %
13.884 %
18.374 %
18.729 %
22.474 %
4.202 %
0.591 %
0.395 %
0.136 %
0.027 %
0.025 %
0.002 %
0.003 %
0.002 %

Tab. 3. This table represents the deviation distribution between
the average of scanned brains and model of brain from
BAR - [21], [22].
1.

2.

Solution of the system of equations (12) is a vector
[P, Q]. If these vectors are determined, we can use (9) to
calculate the intensity at each point of the brain model.

Z
X

Based on previous research, we chose interpolation order m = 3 [18]. In this case each row of matrix F is defined
as:


Fi = 1, xi, yi, zi, xi2, xi · yi, zi · xi, yi2, zi · yi, zi2
where i is the number of electrodes.

(15)

Y

3.
Z

Y
Z

X

Y

X

d (mm)

Fig. 4. This figure describes deviation distribution between average of all brains models and model of the brain from
BAR - [21], [22]. Created by: Jiří Petr, SolidVision, s.r.o.
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Root mean square error (RMS), (-)
Behavioral active Behavioral passive Test signal
3D spline
Sphere spline
3D spline, non sphere

0.0359
0.6291
0.0849

0.0353
0.6388
0.0768

0.0694
0.5934
0.4334

Tab. 4. Evaluation of interpolation methods.

4.2 Interpolation Methods
We evaluated the findings based on the calculation of
the normalized Root Mean Squared error (RMS). This parameter finds differences between measured value on each
electrode Ureal (n) and the interpolated value of each electrode Uinterpolated (n).

RMS =

kUreal (n) − Uinterpolated (n) k
.
kUreal (n) k

(16)

In our case we found four nearest points of
brain model to each electrode location.
We computed the interpolated value as a mean of the potential of this four nearest points. We compared test signal, behavioral active data and behavioral passive data.

The test data are vectors, where voltage under one electrode
is 1 µV and below the other electrodes there is a zero intensity
value. We calculated the RMS error values for the test data
in which we have activated all of the electrodes. The RMS
error value was calculated as the average of all RMS errors
in the test data.
Behavioral active and behavioral passive data were measured on 9 Wistar rats. Data was transformed by Fast Fourier
Transform and spectral analyses were performed by absolute spectrum computation using Welch method of modified
periodograms [25].
There are examples of two interpolation methods in
Fig. 5. The left one represents spherical spline interpolation
on test signal. The maximum of intensity is reflected around
the electrode with a non-zero signal. The signal is spreading towards the other electrodes for which the signal should
be zero. This also corresponds to the RMS error results in
Tab. 4. The right part of Fig. 5 represents 3D spline interpolation on test signal. The maximum of intensity is shifted
and is not directly below the electrode with non-zero signal.
Below the electrode, the value is close to 1, which approximates the value of the input signal. We can also notice that
the signal does not interfere with other electrodes. The RMS
error in case of using 3D spline interpolation is lower than
spherical spline interpolation, see Tab. 4.

5. Conclusion
Measurements of brain electrical activity in animals
are essential for the validation of drug effect on the organism.
The way to evaluate these recordings should be comparable
to that of EEG on humans. The open source software was
developed for animal and human 3D brain mapping. This
software was implemented in MATLAB 2015a.
We validated the brain model for future use in our laboratory. By validating the model, we obtained the following statistical values: maximal upper deviation 1.466 mm,
maximal lower deviation −1.660 mm, average deviation
0.091 / 0.300 mm, standard deviation 0.239 mm.

Fig. 5. Figure on the left shows the results after 3D
spline mapping.
The picture on the right show
the results after the spherical spline mapping.
Both figures represent response to testing signal:
V = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0].

We implemented spherical splines and 3D spline
method for 3D brain mapping in rats. We computed RMS error of three types of EEG data - test signal, behavioral active
and behavioral passive data. Our results showed that the 3D
spline interpolation method with projection on sphere gives
significantly better 3D potential map than spherical spline
interpolation method.
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